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Abstract: Fast mode switching from capacitive to inductive and vice versa has very important rule in transient stability and fault clearance critical time reduction but it has been considered rarely. Thyristor Controlled Series Capacitor (TCSC) as series compensator of transmission lines in capacitive mode has important rule in increasing loadability, loss reduction and stability improvement of the power systems. TCSC can be also used in inductive mode for increasing impedance of transmission line and fault current reduction. Unfortunately, TCSC is usually used in capacitive mode only. In this paper, a new and fast algorithm is proposed for mode switching of TCSC from capacitive to inductive and vice versa that it changes operation mode of TCSC in less than half cycle. The simulation results show that this method has more speed than conventional methods which they have more than three half cycle delay. The proposed method is very effective in improving of stability, special in transient stability, increasing time response of TCSC and fault current reduction.
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1.Introduction

The main goal of using Flexible AC Transmission Systems (FACTS) devices is compensating, increasing of speed response and stability improvements of a power system. TCSC as an important device of FACTS family has many capabilities like impedance decreasing or increasing, transmission line capacity increasing, transient and dynamic stability improving in the power systems [1]. Usually TCSC is used for dynamic stability improvement in different references and many of them have used the average impedance or dependent source models for TCSC that is enough for dynamic stability studies [2-3] and some have used TCSC for transient stability improvement in the first swing [4].

TCSC can work in one of its four operating modes: Capacitive, Inductive, Blocking and Bypass mode with control of firing angle. The TCSC impedance will change continuously by firing angle in each capacitive and inductive mode. Because of inhibited area existence (resonance between TCSC elements), it is not possible continues changing of TCSC impedance from capacitive to inductive modes (shown in Fig.1) [1].

As transmission lines have inductive impedance, TCSC usually is used in capacitive mode for line compensation and control and it does not need to mode switching of TCSC from capacitive to inductive mode therefore the mode switching is studied rarely [5]. Whereas mode switching form capacitive to inductive and vice versa can have important rule in transient and fast dynamic stability improvement. TCSC fast mode switching from capacitive to inductive mode will be beneficial for current limiting of a fault in transmission line and also from inductive to capacitive mode after fault clearance. This subject can be also useful in other dynamic states like power oscillation damping (POD) [4-7].

However, TCSC is controlled by firing pulses but TCSC control has not studied in less than a cycle as thyristor switching view. TCSC mode switching was not used for POD in lectures for example [5] and the capacitive mode has used only whereas inductive mode of TCSC can have good effect in POD. In first survey, it seems that it is not possible to controlling TCSC in less than one cycle. The inductive mode operation of TCSC has laid away in researches from the first [7]. As current variations of transmission line in distortions are faster than the power system period, mode switching of TCSC in order of a cycle can restrict and control the distortions faster. This subject is analyzed only in [8] until now. [8] is proposed a method for mode switching of TCSC that has more than two half cycle (one cycle) delay. In [8], the firing command has not been applied to thyristors in a half cycle of inherent delay of TCSC. Therefore its method has one cycle delay at least.

In [9], a method is proposed on synchronizing of the firing pulses with ac source. This method will not have good operation in transient situations and it has not any propose to TCSC mode switching.

In this paper, a new and novel algorithm is proposed for mode switching of TCSC in less than a half cycle. Besides if zero crossing of line current occurs sooner or later in on distortions, the proposed method will change the TCSC mode fast to improving the transient stability but algorithms of [8] and [9] have not this capability and lose their operation modes.
2. Detail Analyses of TCSC Capacitive and Inductive Modes

TCSC consists of a series capacitor and Thyristor Controlled Reactor (TCR) as shown in Fig. 1. This set puts in series with the transmission line.

The TCSC impedance consists of the series capacitor and its parallel inductance impedance as Equation (1) [1].

\[
jX_{TCSC}(\alpha) = \frac{jX_L(\alpha) + (-jX_C)}{jX_L(\alpha) + (+jX_C)}
\]

Where \(X_{TCSC}(\alpha)\) is impedance of TCR branch and depends on firing angle \(\alpha\) of thyristors. Base on this angle, one of the four Blocking, Bypass, Capacitive and inductive modes occurs.

**Blocking Mode**

If thyristors be OFF always, the TCSC impedance consists of only the capacitor impedance \(X_C\). This mode is named Blocking. It is obvious that TCSC behaves as series capacitor. The conducting angle is zero and firing angle is 90 degree related to zero crossing of the transmission line current in this mode [1].

**Bypass Mode**

Bypass is another mode of TCSC operation modes and happens when both thyristors conduct 180 degree consecutive when they have right condition of conducting. The TCR branch is in circuit completely in this mode. The TCSC impedance is:

\[
jX_{TCSC} = \frac{jX_L + (-jX_C)}{jX_L + (+jX_C)}
\]

In Equation (2), negative \(X_{TCSC}\) means the overall impedance is capacitive and positive \(X_{TCSC}\) means the overall inductive impedance. As \(X_L\) is smaller than \(X_C\), the TCSC impedance is inductive in bypass mode. Thyristors will be turned on in zero degree related to zero crossing of the line current.

**Capacitive and Inductive Mode**

If firing angle is between zero and 90 degree, the impedance of TCR branch will be [1]:

\[
X_L(\alpha) = X_L \frac{\pi}{\pi - 2\alpha - \sin 2\alpha}, X_L \leq X_L(\alpha) \leq \infty
\]

Where \(\alpha\) is delay angle of thyristors turning on from zero crossing of line current and \(\sigma\) in conducting angle as \(\sigma = 2\pi - \alpha\).

According to Equation (1) and (3) there is a resonance angle that \(X_L(\alpha_{resonance})\) will be equal to \(X_C\) and Equation (1) will be infinite as shown in Fig.2. TCSC will be in capacitive mode for the firing angle greater than \(\alpha_{resonance}\) and will be in inductive mode for the firing angle smaller than this angle.

![Fig. 2. TCSC mode operations](image)

Because of resonance in \(\alpha_{resonance}\), impedance changing of TCSC is high around this angle and it is very sensitive to firing angle deviations. Therefore an inhibited area always defines between capacitive and inductive region as shown in Fig.2 that it is defined by \(\alpha_{min\_Cap}\) and \(\alpha_{max\_Ind}\) boundary.

**Precision analyze of capacitive mode**

The firing angle of TCR is assigned as \(XL(\alpha)>XC\) for TCSC operation in capacitive mode. This situation will happen in angles greater than \(\alpha_{min\_Cap}\) and smaller than 90 degree.

According to Fig.3 in delay angle \(\alpha\), after zero crossing of the line current, the proper thyristor (Th+) turns on in \(t_1\) when the line current and capacitor voltage are in opposite sign. Afterwards a resonance circuit forms from \(L\) and \(C\) that resonates half cycle. The ON thyristor turns off in \(t_2\).

![Fig. 3. Switching in capacitive mode and half cycle resonance of LC circuit](image)

As shown in Fig.3, capacitor voltage inversing from \(-VC_0\) to \(+VC_0\) is result of half cycle resonance. The
capacitor voltage without switching is shown also in dash line in Fig.3. In real, the capacitor voltage increasing due to resonance circuit creates larger capacitive impedance for TCSC.

**Precision analyze of inductive mode**

For TCSC operation in inductive mode, the firing angle of TCR branch must be so that \( XL(\alpha) < XC \). This case happens when \( \alpha \) be greater than zero and smaller than \( \alpha_{\text{max, ind}} \). As shown in Fig. 4, after delay angle \( \alpha \) from zero crossing of line current, when the polarity of the capacitor voltage and line current are same, the switching is done in \( t_1 \). Again a resonance circuit consists of L and C. This circuit resonates half cycle and the ON thyristor will turn off in \( t_2 \). The line current will be lag from the TCSC voltage in this situation.

![Fig. 4. Switching in inductive mode and half cycle resonance of LC circuit](image)

It is seemed that two conditions like below must be exist:

**First Condition**: The line current must be lead of the capacitor voltage in capacitive mode and must be lag from the capacitive voltage in inductive mode. If this condition be satisfied then the proper thyristor will turn on in a delay angle after each zero crossing of the line current. The proper thyristor is determined as:

**Second Condition**: when the capacitor voltage is positive, the positive thyristor (Th+) must be turn on and when the capacitor voltage is negative, the negative thyristor (Th-) must be fired. A successful switching in both capacitive and inductive mode will be done by combination of these two conditions.

The first condition must be explained more in each capacitive and inductive mode for describing the proposed method of this paper as below:

1. The capacitor voltage and line current always are in different polarity in capacitive mode after each zero crossing of the line current as shown in Fig. 3.
2. In inductive mode, the first condition due to that the capacitor voltage and line current be in same polarity after each zero crossing of the line current as shown in Fig. 4.

The first condition always is established for capacitive mode because the line current will be lead to the capacitor voltage inherently especially when the thyristors are off and the capacitor is series in the transmission line.

If the first condition is not prepared i.e. the line current is not lag for inductive mode or lead for capacitive mode, what must to do? When TCSC works in capacitive mode, the line current is lead to the capacitor voltage. If it is decided to switching the TCSC mode from capacitive to inductive at this situation the line current must be lag from the capacitive voltage according to the first condition. Creating this condition is the subject of this paper. This condition will not create normally because of the inherent capacitive behavior of the TCSC. The reference [8] is the only paper that has paid attention to this subject that has more than two half cycle delay.

**3. Principle of the Proposed Method**

The equivalent circuit of TCSC can be considered as a LC parallel circuit as shown in Fig.5. When thyristors are triggered, this circuit will resonate with \( 1/(2\pi \cdot \sqrt{LC}) \) frequency.

![a) TCSC circuit as resonance circuit](image)

![b) Half cycle resonance of LC circuit and the capacitor voltage reversal](image)

Fig. 5. The LC resonance circuit and inversion of the capacitor voltage

The resonance circuit can be described with Equation (4) at beginning of each thyristor firing instance.
As a semiconductor is in the resonance circuit, the circuit will resonant in half cycle and then the thyristor turns off. The result of each resonance is the capacitor voltage reversal according to Equation (5) in both capacitive and inductive mode.

\[ v_c(t) = V_{C0} \cos(\omega_r t) \]
\[ i_L(t) = V_{C0} \sqrt{\frac{C}{L}} \sin(\omega_r t) \]
\[ \omega_r = \frac{1}{\sqrt{LC}} \]

This point has been used for creating the first condition in every situation in this paper. If the first condition is not ready for capacitive or inductive mode starting, the capacitor voltage will be reversed by this method in less than half cycle. Then proper condition will obtain.

The Proposed Algorithm of TCSC Switching and Mode Switching

The firing angle of thyristors is determined on the previous section by two below rules:

**First Rule:** The firing angles and switching commands always do after zero crossing of the line current in \( \alpha \) delay angle in steady state (as synchronous with line current and shown in Fig.2).

**Second Rule:** An extra switching of thyristors can be done for creating proper condition in new operation mode of TCSC before zero crossing of the line current and without synchronization with the line current.

The proposed algorithm

The above rules are applied for capacitive and inductive mode as below:

a) If the capacitive mode is purposed and the capacitor voltage and line current are in phase go to step c) for condition changing, else after each zero crossing of the line current:
   a. If the capacitor voltage is negative then the negative thyristor must be fire in \( \alpha/\omega \) second delay.
   b. If the capacitor voltage is positive then the positive thyristor must be fire in \( \alpha/\omega \) second delay.

b) If the inductive mode is wanted and the capacitor voltage and line current are in opposite phase go to step c) for condition changing, else after each zero crossing of the line current:
   c) Condition changing:
   a. If the capacitive mode has been asked and the a) step condition is not ready, and if the capacitor voltage is positive, the positive thyristor must be have an extra trigger immediately else the negative thyristor must be fire immediately for the capacitor voltage reversing and creating the first condition.
   b. If the inductive mode has been asked and the b) step condition is not exist, and if the capacitor voltage is positive, the positive thyristor must be turned on immediately else the negative thyristor must be switched on immediately for the capacitor voltage reversing and creating the first condition.

The proposed algorithm is shown in Fig.6 for fast mode switching of TCSC and its normal switching.
The only requirement of the proposed method is considering the time need for the LC resonance circuit operation. As mentioned in previous section, the LC circuit resonates half cycle in $\pi \sqrt{LC}$ second. This resonant creates proper condition for mode switching of TCSC. Therefore, the proposed method only needs $\pi \sqrt{LC}$ time for the half cycle resonance.

Another necessary condition is having a minimum capacitor voltage for initial condition of the LC resonance circuit.

4. Simulations

A circuit is used for simulation of the proposed algorithm as shown in Fig. 7 in MATLAB/SIMULINK. The capacitor is 340uF, inductor is 5.5mH and load is 1Ω and 112mH. The resonance frequency of the LC circuit is 116Hz and $X_L/X_C$ is equal to 0.184. the power system frequency is 50Hz. The capacitive and inductive mode is simulated in the first for the performance checking of the proposed algorithm. In the next, the mode switching from capacitive to inductive and vice versa is simulated and compared to [8].

**First study: capacitive mode**

If the line current is lead to the capacitor voltage the fist condition is satisfied. In this situation, the switching pulses are applied periodically to the thyristors according the proposed algorithm. The simulation result is shown in Fig. 8.

**Second study: inductive mode**

On lagging line current to capacitor voltage, the switching pulse will be applied to thyristors and TCSC will be in the inductive mode. The simulation result is shown in Fig. 9 according to the proposed algorithm.

**Third study: mode switching from capacitive to inductive**

In Fig. 10, TCSC is in capacitive mode in the first. The capacitor voltage and line current are in out of phase after each the zero crossing of the line current (capacitive first condition). But the first condition for inductive mode is not satisfied. An extra switching has been done for changing the conditions according to the proposed algorithm. As shown in Fig. 10, the capacitor voltage is reversed in less than half cycle and the first condition creates for inductive mode.
The proposed algorithm is compared with reference [8] for mode changing of TCSC from capacitive to inductive mode in Fig. 11. The proposed algorithm of [8] has more than two half cycle delay.

A single phase to ground fault is simulated. As shown in Fig.12, TCSC mode is changed from capacitive to inductive mode in a half cycle by the proposed algorithm.

As shown in Fig.12, The proposed algorithm has very good performance and fast dynamic in faults and power oscillations of power systems.

It is obvious that faster response of TCSC will important factor in power transient control and damping. These studies will be done in the future works with the proposed algorithm.

Fourth study: mode switching from inductive to capacitive

Mode switching from inductive to capacitive is shown in Fig. 13 by the proposed algorithm. An extra thyristor triggering is done at 0.266 second base on the step c) of the proposed algorithm in IV section. This switching causes to inversing the capacitor voltage and creating right condition for capacitive mode operation of TCSC. Any method is not suggested for inductive to capacitor mode switching yet. The only suggestion is blocking the thyristors switching for more than a cycle until the inherent behavior of the capacitor create the leading current for capacitive mode switching.
5. Conclusion

A new and simple method for mode switching of TCSC from capacitive to inductive mode and vice versa is proposed in this paper. This method was explained in detail and simulated. The first advantage of the proposed algorithm is mode switching of TCSC in less than a half cycle. This solution is proposed for the first time. The second its advantage is that this method decides instantaneously base on the line current and the capacitor voltage therefore it does not have problems of other methods like delay and lose of synchronization. Some methods like PLL base, predictive or estimation methods have problems of more than one cycle delay for prediction or estimation. In the transient conditions those methods may lose their synchronizations and make worse the condition of the power system. But the proposed algorithm decides base on the instant situation of the capacitor voltage and line current and does the best operation in less than half cycle.

Using the proposed method in a rapid power oscillation, simulation results displayed that the proposed method has very good performance and speed in damping of power oscillation.
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